Object-oriented (OO) databases have happened important for both research and development area in the past decade. On the other hand, databases of this type have been found too expansive and not too functional in a planty of practical tasks. New architectures appeared: object-relational data managers, relational wrapper libraries, and OO databases. The attractiveness of these solutions is that enable OO applications to be written against today's enterprise data both file-and relation-oriented. Moreover, they make OO design methodologies available for implementing business objects. Our solution of persistence of C++ object includes possibilities: to handle persistent objects via C++ prgrams, to conceive rows of relations as C++ objects, to use high-level query facilities in C++ programs, and to use many of database-oriented features on the level of C++ programming. The article is focused on some implementation techniques used in the GEN.LIB -a library managing a persistence through relations stored in a commercial RDBMS. The results are a part of the COPERNICUS project ADOORE.
Introduction
Object-oriented databases have happened important for both research and development area in the past decade. There are numerous commercial OODBMS products available on the market today. The first OODBMSs (e.g. ObjectStore) were intended to be persistent storage managers for object programming language objects. Other, more advanced ones, as e.g. Versant, O2 etc., intended as OODBMSs were realized later.
Typically, the most of the recent OODBMSs use C++ and/or Smalltalk languages as their database programming language. The application programmer may access database objects directly using the database operations in the programming language, or may perform associative lookups of objects using the query language. Unfortunately, the latter includes many problems concerning both the design of such languages and their implementation. Two significant development lines are recently at disposal: ODMG-93 standard Release 1.2 with its language OQL [Ca96] and the work proposed by the ANSI X3H2 group well-known as SQL3 that stores objects in special kinds of columns in relations. A more general solution is given by POS (Persistent Object Service) standard. POS offers a single, industry-standard interface for storing objects to any underlying datastore.
Despite of the first successes of OODBMSs in so called non-traditional applications there are still differences between many of OODBMS products, particular products suffer from various drawbacks, such as e.g. no view facilities, weak query facilities, binding to associated OO tools for analysis and design. Also any support of client/server computing is not to much supported. Shortly said, there is a lag in adoption of object-oriented databases. Another reason is that the vast bulk of the worlds data is stored in traditional datastores (not This Work has been supported by COPERNICUS project ADOORE (CPP94-00764).
necessarily relational), and most of the worlds programs are written under this assumption. Relational technology is still dominant and mixing the worlds of relations and objects has appeared. The idea is not new. For example in [Pr91] authors describe a technique for constructing an OODBMS from existing relational technology. They denote their resulted architecture as the object-oriented relational database. During 90ties many approaches and associated products have appeared. According to [Ha95] we distinguish among:
Object/Relational Data Managers -they map objects directly to relational tables and manage objects. We count there products such as HP Odapter, Persistence, Ontos OIS, UniSQL. For example, Odapter can scan SQL table definitions of existing databases and figure out the corresponding C++ to make object definitions. Today, it is available as an object management level on top of Oracle.
Relational Wrapper Libraries -they map objects to database objects which are linked to relational database. The relational wrapper detects a change in the contents of an object and automatically generates the SQL to make the changes in the linked relational database. Similarly, it detects changes to relational database and moves that information back into the local objects. Obviously, the translations are transparent to the user. Good examples of this approach are Smalltalk tools, e.g. VisualWorks and VisualAge.
Object/Relational Databases -they store information using objects or relations, and they let developers access the data using either method. Today most important examples of this approach include last versions of traditional relational database vendors such as Oracle [Or96] , Sybase [Aw97] , Informix [In96], and IBM [Ch96] . They tend to so called universal server but not through the same approach.
We could also add to these trends a special functionality of some pure OODBMS that can get data form relational databases. Among well-known examples, we can cite Gemstone, O2, ObjectStore and many others. These approach use a technique of gateways in principle.
The attractiveness of, e.g., the wrapper approach is that it enables OO applications to be written today against enterprise data, making an OO design methodology available for implementing business objects [Ca96] . The GEN.LIB (General Library) system [Ko97] , being implemented at Charles University in Prague, addresses many of above trends. The main goal of the library design is to make objects persistent via a relational database, that is, some data remain after a user session or application program execution. The above mentioned architectures offer more than one choice for persistence, e.g. by type, by explicit call, and by reference. GEN.LIB is based on the former possibility.
The library gives at least a possibility:
to handle persistent and transient objects via C++ programs, to conceive rows of relations as C++ objects, to use high-level query facilities in C++ programs, to use many of database-oriented features on the level of C++ programming.
The GEN.LIB is part of the ADOORE 1 project. Its primary purpose was to implant the Rumbaugh's OMT methodology [Ru91] of OO analysis and design into the environment of building business applications. The GEN.LIB part of the projects provides a support for persistence of C++ application objects and some possibilities to use relational tuples as objects in C++ programs. Moreover, some higher non-procedural querying capabilities are available in GEN.LIB. Notice that there is a second ADOORE variant of the library GEN.LIB implemented via SQLWindows.
In this paper, we present some design and implementation issues of GEN.LIB. We first give a short overview of GEN.LIB (Chap. 2). Particularly, its roles in an application environment will be discussed. In Chap. 3 the GEN.LIB requirements are summarized. We then give a short description of main part of the GEN.LIB architecture (Chap. 4). The main GEN.LIB implementation aspects and decisions are contained in Chap. 5. Particularly, a typing and querying objects is discussed. Chap. 6 concludes with a summary and our plans concerning GEN.LIB usage and development.
GEN.LIB in an application environment -overview
GEN.LIB is a library managing a persistency of application domain objects using a relational database server. It is also able to present rows of external (by other application maintained) tables as C++ objects. Thus, GEN.LIB is, in general, a part of the client application, which provides an interface between two different paradigms: an object oriented environment on side of the client, and a relational database server on the other side. The position of GEN.LIB in an application is shown in the Figure 1. .
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Figure 1: Role of GEN.LIB in application Both the GEN.LIB and the application is supposed to be developed using C++ programming language. We have chosen the ORACLE RDBMS Version 7 as the primary database server for the datastore. For OO analysis and application design of the GEN.LIB Platinum's Paradigm+ was chosen as a tool. Particularly, its support of OMT methodology is used.
GEN.LIB requirements
In order to respect the ADOORE project objectives (and, more precisely, the comparison of the C++ GEN.LIB implementation with the SQL Windows one), a set of common general requirements has been specified. These requirements focus on the database aspects of GEN.LIB and are listed below:
GEN.LIB provides general relational database management facilities:
-multiple sessions opened simultaneous on different and independent RDBMSs, -multiple connections simultaneously opened on the database server, -full support of the transaction handling, -full support of all RDBMS features, -resource allocation/de-allocation.
GEN.LIB is a library of components that provides transparent storage/retrieval services of the objects written in the target programming language (C++) in the relational database(s). This feature includes:
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-automatic and transparent SQL generation and execution, -enhanced memory management, transparent manipulation of the objects independent on the fact if the copy of the instance is in memory or not.
GEN.LIB allows the execution of SQL treatment on the server side (for large set of data manipulation).
GEN.LIB provides both object and set of objects access and manipulation facilities:
-mapping strategies for the storage of the native C++ objects in the relational database,
-mapping strategies for the representing data stored in the relational database using C++ objects,
-several kinds of obtaining sets of objects using various selection criteria,
-support for standard binary relations (one to one, one to many, many to many), retrieving objects related to given instance, etc.,
-various locking strategies.
GEN.LIB handles the object's instances in the memory of the client application:
-uniqueness of each object of the domain layer,
-format transformation between objects attributes and tables' column.
GEN.LIB supports DB errors handling:
-error capture,
-exception raising,
-strong default error handling (reconnection procedure, non-fatal error distinction, ...)
GEN.LIB provides journalising facilities:
-DB statement journalising,
-DB error journalising, -GEN.LIB internal error journalising,
-debugging information tracing (DB command/ statement, main classes' methods calls).
We must emphasise that this set of functionality constitutes a compromise between all the needs of the future applications that will be developed using GEN.LIB. As a consequence, an important requirement of GEN.LIB is its flexibility: the analysis of the library as well as its design should take into account the possible and reasonable extensions foreseen by its future users.
GEN.LIB architecture
Besides of the SQL standard, commercial RDBMS differ each other in the syntax of some commands as well as in the communication protocol between the application and the SQL server. The independence of the GEN.LIB on the used RDBMS is achieved by following of the two principles:
First, the database dependent actions were identified during the specification phase.
Second, the database dependent action was split into two pieces and the necessary minimum of the code was located in the separate self-standing service during the design phase.
This splitting of the services allows a more efficient future porting of the GEN.LIB from the ORACLE server to different database engines. According to above mentioned principles we split the library into two main modules according to the database dependency of the source code.
The first module is database dependent. It means, that its code must be rewritten each time the programmer wants to access a different database server.
The second module is database independent. It uses the services provided by the lower laying database dependent part for the database accesses instead of a direct using of an concrete API and/or Embedded SQL communication.
The above described situation is shown in Figure 2 .
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Database Dependent Module
This module communicates with the database server using SQL commands which are send to the server through its API. The implemented Oracle communication uses OCI (Oracle Call Interface) for the communication. The Database Dependent Module also gets data from the database server and provides them to the rest of the application.
Buffer Module
The Buffer Module is the lowest part of the Database Independent Module. It is also the only module of the GEN.LIB which isn't visible directly from outside of the GEN.LIB. Its main role is to provide enhanced memory management necessary for the transparent persistent object handling. This module keeps track about all the memory copies of the persistent objects currently presented in the memory. If this module get a request asking memory location of some persistent object, the buffer either finds the appropriate copy or ensures the creating of the asked copy in the memory. When the memory is full, some of the unnecessary copies of the persistent objects are automatically disposed. Beside the achieving transparent access to the persistent objects and uniqueness of the memory copies of persistent objects the implemented buffer speeds-up the repeated access to the objects.
Through the Interface Module the application can control the behaviour of the buffer. According to the situation, the buffer can be set either to the immediate or deferred update propagation. To ensure the continual presence of particular object in the memory the objects can be individually locked in the memory. It is also possible to override the default update propagation strategy by the individual one. 
Persistent Object Module
The persistent object module defines the top of the hierarchy of the persistent classes and the special class for referencing its instances independently on the fact if there is a copy of the particular object in the memory or not. Those classes implement automatic SQL statement construction for the inserting, updating, deleting and querying the instances of the appropriate class.
Query Module
The main responsibility of the Query Module is to allow the access to the stored objects according to values of their attributes. In addition to this functionality, this module maintains the binary relations between classes, because obtaining all instances associated with a particular instance means obtaining all instances satisfying some condition about its contents. The usage of some SQL query is for example the only way how to obtain first data from the database at the start time of the application, because no pointer to stored data is known to the application. Having at least one object (or at least a pointer to it) known, the application can start the usual process of spreading activity by traversing from object to object using associations between the instances of the object classes.
Interface Module
Interface Module supports the communication between the application and GEN.LIB library. It consists of only one defined solitaire class GenLibInterface. The application developer can usually choose, if he uses public services provided by the objects belonging to other modules directly, or if he uses services concentrated on one place.
Implementation of GEN.LIB features
In this section we will discuss some features of the GEN.LIB more deeply.
Database independence
As we mentioned in the chapter 4, the dependent code is separated in a stand-alone Database Dependent Module. This module implements three classes: Cursor, DatabaseConnection and Database. Those classes represent abstractions of the database cursor, of the connection to the database server and of the database server itself. The object-oriented approach in the Database Dependent Module design is very helpful. It allows very efficient modification of the module to communicate with another RDBMSs or even with more different servers simultaneously. For each of the used RDBMS family, one descendant of each of the above mentioned three classes should have been defined. Those descendants must implement the database dependent code for a communication with the corresponding database server. In our implementation of the GEN.LIB the classes Oracle7Cursor, Oracle7DatabaseConnection, and Oracle7Database for accessing of the Oracle7 database servers are implemented. The described internal structure of the Database Dependent Module is shown in Figure 4 2 .
Supported Types of Object/Relation Mapping
The GEN.LIB requirements asked both the mapping of the C++ objects into a relational database, as well as the reverse mapping of rows of the existing regular tables into C++ objects. In addition, the possibility to execute any SQL SELECT statement on the database server and represent its result through C++ objects was required.
This situation is reflected in the internal structure of the Persistent Object Module. We introduce three generic persistent classes. The resulted solution supposes, that each derived class redefines set of the virtual string functions which return the name(s) of the selected column(s), the name(s) of the table(s) holding the data in the database and so on.
The DatabaseObject class is the most general of the introduced persistent classes. Its descendants derived in the application are used to hold rows of the result of any SELECT statement including GROUP BY and HAVING clauses. Instances of those classes are not really persistent -an updating their content causes no The PersistentObject class derived from the DatabaseObject class redefines also the database communication protocol. Instances of the classes derived from those one are supposed to hold the rows of ordinal relational tables. One class can hold data selected from only one table. Tables can have complex primary keys consisting of any number of columns of any type, but using of the GROUP BY and HAVING clauses, as well as the using of computed values in the SELECT clause is not allowed. Those restrictions allow us to propagate changes of instances in the memory back to the database.
The OidBasedPersistentObject class derived from the previous one provides the mapping protocol which allows to store regular C++ objects in the relational database. In addition to its parent it uses only one numeric primary key called OID (Object Identification). It is allowed to build a hierarchy of descendants of the OidBasedPersistentObject in the application, but GEN.LIB itself doesn't support multiple inheritance of the persistent classes.
Persistent Object Prototypes
Because the knowledge necessary to map objects to a relation is implemented using virtual methods and because C++ language doesn't allow to use virtual static functions which could be executed without having any instance of the class, we decided to require to have one empty constant instance of each derived class in the memory. This special instance is called prototype, and each instance (including prototype itself) can return its address. We propose to name this prototype using the name of the class followed by the suffix ' class'. So the prototype of class Workers can be declared as const class Workers Workers_class;
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Except the address of its own prototype each instance knows the address of the parent prototype. It is possible to follow the chain of prototypes of each class from its own prototype up to the root of the prototype tree.
Referencing of the Persistent Objects
It is necessary to be able to refer to any particular instance of the persistent object independently on the fact if it has its copy in the memory. It is therefore not possible to use the standard C++ pointers for this purpose. We introduce the special DatabasePointer class. The database pointer holds values of the primary key columns of the referred object, the pointer to the database connection which should be used to retrieve object from the database and a pointer to a prototype of the instance. Each time this pointer is de-referenced, the database pointer is translated to the memory address inside the object buffer. If no copy of the object is found, the prototype creates new instance of its own class in the memory and fulfils it with data retrieved from the database. The presence of the prototype address in the database pointer causes, that database pointers are "typed" -the database pointer points to the object of the same class as the class of the prototype. Database pointers are similar to SmartPointers described in [Cl94] .
It is possible to send all database related messages like Update(), Delete() etc. to the database pointer directly instead of sending the same message to the referred object. When necessary, the database pointer re-send the message to the object. Some of the messages can be resolved at the database pointer itself more efficiently. If the pointed object isn't in the memory, it is not necessary to update it or to retrieve the object from the database to delete it. Because the similarity between the behaviour of the persistent objects and database pointers both are derived from one common predecessor -from the ObjectReference class. In the similar way, the database pointers inherit the behaviour of the database objects, also the database objects can act as pointers. Each instance of database object simply point to itself.
The described situation results in the Persistent module schema Figure 5 .
C++ Objects Mapping
The C++ classes can be derived one from another creating multi-level hierarchies. The hierarchy of C++ classes derived from the OidBasedPersistentObject class must be mapped to the relational tables. The GEN.LIB support only tree-like hierarchies, i.e. a multiple inheritance of the persistent C++ classes is not allowed. Added attributes of each of derived class are mapped to its special table. To obtain all values of all attributes of some particular derived class is necessary to select them from the join of all tables associated with that class and with all predecessors. To ensure the correct join each object inherits the OID attribute defined in the OidBasedPersistentObject class. Each associated table has one additional numerical column named OID.
Querying Objects
The important feature of any library maintaining persistent objects trough relations is possibility to find objects satisfying a particular condition about its contents. Each instance of each class can generate the SQL SELECT statement which selects all instances of the same class. The generated SQL statements can look like: The query in GEN.LIB is an instance of the Query class which consists of two strings. First string contains a fragment of the WHERE clause of the query and the second one contains a text of the ORDER BY clause. Either of those two strings can be empty. The query can be executed on any instance derived from the DatabaseObject class. The usual way of executing query is using the prototype of the particular class. The resulted SQL statement is constructed in the similar way as the SELECT statements shown above. Differences are only in the WHERE and ORDER BY clauses. The WHERE clause must contain the additional condition and ORDER BY clause must be added, if it is present in the query..
For example, if the query will be constructed to contain strings "EMPLOYEE.NAME LIKE 'Astatements will be (the added parts of SQL statements are underlined) 
Relationships Between Objects
The GEN.LIB library support all three basic types of binary relationships between persistent objects -one to one, one to many and many to many. A relationship is represented as the special instance of the Relation class. This class allows to add and to remove relationships between objects, to test if two objects are related, to obtain all objects related with the given instance and many others. Differences between different cardinalities of relations are solved using class specialisation as shown in Figure 7 .
Maintaining Polymorphic Collections
The inheritance and polymorphism belong to native features of the OO programming. Let suppose to have the class Employee with two specialised descendants Manager and Worker. Sometimes it is necessary to search all . The result of such query may contain instances of both derived classes. It is possible to access all instances in the same way as instances of the class Employee while the sent virtual messages will be interpreted differently according to the type of particular target instance. The situation is quite different in the case of the persistent classes in the GEN.LIB library. The obtained query result will consist of database pointers to class Employee. If the object is accessed via this database pointer, the accessed instance is an instance of the type Employee, i.e. only the part of the whole instance is retrieved from the database. It is satisfactory under some circumstances, but not every time.
One of the possible solutions is to implement the library to retrieve the correct subclass in any time the data must be retrieved. This solution would require two database accesses to complete this task. First, the type of the object must be selected, and second, the object data must be retrieved.
Finally, we chose the second solution. In this solution the database pointer can be "type-casted" to point to correct class instead of the original type. During type-casting operation, the pointer finds out the correct class of the object it points to, and change the address of the prototype from its original value to the correct one. Once the pointer is type-casted, it can be used multiple times without any additional overhead.
The class name of each C++ instance is represented as the name of the database table associated with this instance. The database table name is stored in time of inserting object in the CLASS NAME column of the OID ROOT table, which is associated with the OidBasedPersitentObject class. This column is neither selected nor updated during the work with the object itself. Having the class name (the name of the associated table), the address of the prototype must be found in the memory. To solve this problem, the binary tree of prototype addresses ordered by the names of associated tables is built at the beginning of the program during the registration phase. Each prototype should be registered using RegisterClass() method during this phase. The class hierarchy and the corresponding binary tree of registered prototypes are shown in Figure 8 . The names of database tables in the right half of the figure are used instead of the pointers to prototypes.
Conclusions
The GEN.LIB system provides an integrated approach to the persistency of C++ objects, OMT methodology, and usage of exiting relational data. In the paper, we have described the architecture of the GEN.LIB and discussed some its functionality.
The existing GEN.LIB prototype will be used to build a workflow editor and simulator system WISE [De97] conceived as a BPR tool. This project is, similarly as GEN.LIB, a part of the ADOORE project. An interesting direction in the development of software tools such as the GEN.LIB is evaluating its performance in different application environments. Many performance benefits of today's relational database engines may be lost in the object-to-relational mapping layer that must exist between the objects and relational tables. We believe that workflow management could be an appropriate application for these purposes since no big volumes of data are transmitted during a workflow session. The main GEN.LIB contribution to the "open" object world is to provide a basic framework to object persistency and using relational databases. Appropriate modifications of the Database Dependent Module can result into possibilities of connection to other relational DBMS. Another useful development if the GEN.LIB is to make it compatible with ODMG-93 standard since its object model is very similar to that of ours.
From the software engineering point of view, GEN.LIB does the first level of components designed for reuse. With GEN.LIB other class libraries and/or frameworks of e.g. business objects could be constructed. The WISE software is specified exactly in this way.
